PRELIMINARIES
is a shifted space sequence corresponding to f l l . We write N = #B for the dimension sequence of B. Even input-and output sequences can have varying dimensions. We will typically use M for input sequences and N for output sequences, and hence T : M + N . Let e, = lim 11 [AZ] " be the spectral radius of (AZ). If e, < 1, then (I -AZ) has a bounded inverse that is again upper, and the realization T is such that T = D+BZ(/-AZ)-'C .
We call such realizations strictly stable.
The space of non-uniform sequences N with index sequence N and with finite 2-norm is denoted by e?. It Besides the spaces X . U , L, V in which the operator norm reigns, we shall need Hilbert-Schmidt spaces Xz, Uz, Lz, Vz which consist of elements of X, U , C, V respectively, and for whom the noms of the entries are square summable. These spaces are Hilbert spaces for the usual Hilbert-Schmidt inner product. They will often be considered to be input or output spaces for our system operators. Indeed. if T is a bounded operator ep + @, then it may be extended as a bounded operator Xi" + Xf by stacking an infinite collection of sequences in e 2 to form elements of Xz. This leads for example to the expression y = UT, where U E Xi" = Xz(CZ, M ) and y E Xf = Xz(Cz, N) [9]. We define P as the projection operator of Xz on Uz, PO as the projection operator of Xz on Vz, and PLg4 as the projection operator of Xz on LcpZ'. The domainof PO can be extended to X. T E X has a formal decomposition into a sum of shifted diagonal operators as in T = C L aklT[k], where T1kl = P0(ZkT) E V(M(k), N ) is the k-th diagonal above the main (0-th) diagonal.
Left D-invariant subspaces
Xz, as a Hilbert space, has subspaces in the usual way. We say that a 
Hankel operators and state spaces
Let T E X be a bounded operator. An abstract version of the Hankel operator maps "inputs" in L2Z1 to outputs restricted to UZ: the Hankel operator HT connected to T is the map U E C Z~ e RUT). Note Let the Hankel norm of T be defined as the operator norm of its Hankel operator: I l T l l~ = I l H~l l . This definition is equivalent to (1.5). It is straightfonvard to show that the Hankel norm is weaker than the operator norm: II T l l~ 9 II TII.
Realizations
The realization (2.1) can be generalized further, by considering inputs in XzM, outputs in Xf. and states in Xf, for which again the same relations hold. By projecting onto the k-th diagonal, and using the. fact that A, B, C, D are diagonal operators, a generalization of the recursive realization (1.2) is obtained as figure 1) . ~o t e the diagonal shift in x~;~~, .
The Hankel operator HT has a factorization: if up E LzZ' then yf = PCy) = U~H T can be written as a map U,, I+ 401 followed by a map normal realization for the operator. In section 3 we shall assume that the operator to be approximated is indeed specified by a realization in output normal form. This is always possible to achieve.
J-unitary operators and J-unitary realizations
If an operator is at the same time unitary and upper, we shall call it an inner operator. A J-unitary operator 8 is an operator with 2 x 2 block decomposition so that the input and output spaces of 8 are split into sequences where J-unitarity of 0 ensures that 634 is bounded and that X is unitary.
One fact which will be essential for the approximation theory in the later sections is that, although 8 has block-entries which are upper, 82 need for Z, which can be obtained after elimination of x-and x+. E is unitary: EZ' = I; E T = I, which is easily derived from the J-unitarity of 8.
APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE
The problem that we shall solve in this section is the model reduction problem for a strictly upper operator described by a strictly stable "higher otder model". Let r be a diagonal and hennitian operator. We shall use r as a measure for the local accuracy of the reduced order model. It will also parametrize the solutions. We will look for a contractive operator E such that E = (T-T")T' where T' is an operator which is not necessarily upper triangular, but whose strictly causal part will assumed to be bounded will be contractive. From and (2) 11 r'V-T') (1 I 1 , the state dimension sequence of To = (upper pan of T') is at most equal to N.
It turns out that there are no Hankel norm approximants with state dimension sequence lower than N. The result is that all solutions are obtained by a linear fractional transform (chain scattering transformation) of 8 with an upper and contractive parameter SL. That this procedure effectively generates all approximants of with state dimensions at most equal to N can be seen from the fact that if 11 T 1 ( T -T,) IIH 5 1, then an extension T' of T. must exist such that (1 T ' ( T -T') (1 S 1 (Nehari's theorem).
We will use the following preliminary fact. 
